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It was once quite common for a testator to bequeath his estate to his heir on condition that the heir adopt the surname of the benefactor, and assume their coat of arms. A clause was sometimes inserted in a settlement by a living donor similarly directing a person to assume the name and arms of the settlor, or forfeit the benefits that would otherwise be conferred on him.¹

Whilst the assumption of names and arms required a royal licence or other legal mechanism to be effective,² they also presented some difficulties of a more technical sort, which caused the courts some problems in the middle of the twentieth century. They also represent a partial exception to the truism that Her Majesty’s courts at Westminster administer the common law and equity, but not the Law of Arms.³

The common law courts have been called upon to interpret and apply names and arms clauses, and in so doing they have pronounced their views of certain aspects of the Law of Arms.⁴

To the common law real property comprises both corporeal and incorporeal hereditaments,⁵ the term hereditament simply meaning property which at common law descended to the heir on intestacy; real property as opposed to personal property. Although the terms real property and hereditaments may for most practical purposes be treated as meaning the same thing, they are not exactly so.⁶ While armorial bearings are not real property, they descend at law as if they were.⁷

Armorial bearings are incorporeal and impartible hereditaments,⁸ inalienable, and descendable according to the Law of Arms.⁹ Generally speaking, this means they are inherited by the male issue of the grantee, though they can be inherited by the sons of an heraldic heiress, where there is no surviving male heir.

The mere assumption of arms cannot itself establish a legally defensible title according to the laws of England.¹⁰ Arms can only be validly borne if acquired by right of birth (from a grant, or user from before the time of legal memory¹¹), or grant from the Crown.¹²

The acquisition of arms through a conditional legacy of the sort we are considering is not acquisition by right of birth. Unless fortified by royal licence, it seems that a name and arms clause, though not illegal as contrary to public policy, would itself be ineffective in transferring armorial bearings.
The old books of precedents gave the standard forms for names and arms clauses. Typically, they required that the beneficiary “shall within the space of one year next after the periods hereinbefore prescribed” apply for and endeavour to obtain a proper licence from the Crown or take such other means as may be requisite to enable him or her “to take use and bear the surname of Neeld [as the case may be] only and the arms of Neeld”.  

In interpreting and applying these clauses, the common law courts have been aware that according to the Law of Arms a person cannot obtain a grant of or bear the arms of another person to which he is not entitled by descent unless so authorised by a private Act of Parliament or by a royal licence. As Lord Diplock observed, by constitutional practice these royal licences are granted upon the advice of the Home Secretary, the arms being required to be exemplified and recorded in the College of Arms. This is always a matter for the discretion of the Crown.

In the laws governing the disposition of property, a devise (or gift) “to A for life on condition that he assumes the name and arms of the testator within twelve months”, or any similar gift on condition, is technically known as a condition subsequent. A condition subsequent is one to be performed after the gift has taken effect, and, if the condition is unfulfilled, will put an end to the gift. That is, there is a divesting of the gift, in this case, upon the expiry of twelve months from the death of the testator.

In Austen v Collins, the plaintiff forfeited the interest by their failure, notwithstanding the attempt he had made, to obtain the necessary authority for the use of certain arms.

If, on the other hand, a condition is void for some legal deficiency, the initial gift will still be good, and the donee takes an absolute interest free from the invalid condition, for both personalty and realty.

Conditions which are contrary to public policy will be held void. A condition will be void if there is a tendency to conflict with the general interest of the community, even though it will not necessarily do so. Names and arms clauses were traditionally held to be good, and for several centuries conveyancers drew up wills and settlements in conformity with this belief.

However, for a time after 1945, names and arms clauses were held to be contrary to public policy. This was generally on the ground that in the case of a married woman being the beneficiary, the taking by her of another persons surname might lead to dissension between husband and wife. There was also some difficulty with the requisite degree of certainty. Little seems to have said however about the propriety of imposing conditions which require the beneficiary to obtain a grant or concession from the Crown.

In 1962 the Court of Appeal overruled many previous decisions and held that such conditions were not, after all, contrary to public policy. It was no longer seen as conducive of marital dissension to require a beneficiary to take the name and arms of a testator.
It has also long been held that a condition which required the beneficiary to acquire a peerage was contrary to public policy, though only after great conflict of opinion in the House of Lords.\(^{25}\) The decision turned upon the legislative rights and duties of peers, so baronetcies, which have no such duties, were distinguished.\(^{26}\)

Why had this uncertainty over names and arms clauses arisen? It is submitted that it was, at least in part, because the matters were decided in the common law and equity courts, and not the Court of Chivalry.

It was in the civil jurisdiction of the Court of Chivalry\(^{27}\) that the Law of Arms relating to armorial bearings was administered. The Court sat as a court of honour, and its jurisdiction consisted in redressing injuries of honour and correcting encroachments in matters of coat armour, precedence, and other distinctions of families.\(^{28}\) These and kindred matters of honour were not within the jurisdiction of the ordinary courts of law,\(^{29}\) but were within the jurisdiction of the Court of Chivalry by statute and by prescription.\(^{30}\)

The Court of Chivalry also exercised jurisdiction in respect of contracts connected with war out of the realm, and this respect gradually infringed on the jurisdiction of the ordinary courts, until such infringement was restrained, and the powers of the court were defined, by two Acts passed in the reign of Richard II.\(^{31}\)

The first statute was held to confine the Court of Chivalry to matters of dignity and arms\(^{32}\) and to prevent it from entertaining matters cognisable by ordinary courts. As the right to bear arms was not a matter cognisable at common law, the Court of Chivalry retained its jurisdiction.\(^{33}\) The first Act stated:

> that all pleas and suits touching the common law of the land, and which ought to be examined and discussed by the common law, shall not hereafter be by any means drawn or holden before the Constable and Marshal, but that the court of the said Constable and Marshal shall have that which belongeth to the said court.

The position was not however clarified by the second statute, which said that the Court of Chivalry had jurisdiction in relation to armorial bearings only when they were carried to war outside the realm, or displayed at a tournament within the realm, or, possibly, in a civil war.\(^{34}\) It declared the jurisdiction of the court to consist in the:

> cognisance of contracts touching deeds of arms, and of war out of the realm, and also of things that touch arms or war within the realm which cannot be determined nor discussed by the common law, with other usages and customs to the same matters pertaining.

The Court of Chivalry has been largely inactive for several centuries. The 1954 case of *Manchester Corporation v Manchester Palace of Varieties Ltd*\(^{35}\) has made the continued existence of the High Court of Chivalry a matter beyond question. But it has done little to clarify the modern jurisdiction of the court.\(^{36}\) However, it is clear that the jurisdiction of the Court of Chivalry must be exercised by that Court or none at all, unless Parliament enacts otherwise.\(^{37}\)

In the *Neeld*\(^{38}\) case, and the others in which the common law courts have considered names and arms clauses, the court was considering a question of
succession, and not of the Law of Arms *per se*. But the laws of succession, though part of the common law, owe their origins to the ecclesiastical courts, which, before the nineteenth century, followed civil law procedures, as the Court of Chivalry alone still does.  

The courts have not had to decide the rights to armorial bearings, which would be a matter for the Court of Chivalry. But they have treated the Law of Arms in much the same way that the common law courts in England have treated the ecclesiastical law, and have in practice given their own interpretation of it.

The question whether a name and arms clause is void as contrary to public policy, or void for uncertainty, may be answered without knowledge of, or recourse to, the Law of Arms, but the courts have made clear their view of the law, notwithstanding their lack of jurisdiction. It would be desirable for the Law of Arms to be brought within the jurisdiction of the common law courts, so that they might exercise a full measure of control over their inheritance and control.
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